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Pathologic light chain
amyloidosis oligomer detection
in urinary extracellular vesicles
as a diagnostic tool for response
and progression of disease
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Nelson Leung2,3, Carrie A. Schinstock2

and Marina Ramirez-Alvarado1,3,4*

1Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, United States,
2Division of Nephrology and Hypertension, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, United States, 3Division of
Hematology, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, United States, 4Department of Immunology, Mayo Clinic,
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Light Chain (AL) Amyloidosis is a plasma cell dyscrasia producing amyloidogenic

light chains (LC) that misfold and form amyloid deposits that cause damage in

vital organs, primarily the heart and kidneys. Urinary extracellular vesicles (uEVs)

are nanoparticles produced by renal epithelial cells throughout the nephron. We

previously showed that uEVs from active renal AL amyloidosis patients contain

LC oligomers that are large (>250kDa), resistant to heat and chemical

denaturation, but of low abundance. Renal dysfunction in AL amyloidosis

results in high urine protein, compounding technical challenges to use uEVs as

analytical tools. In this study, we assess the use of uEVs as analytical diagnostic

tools for response and disease progression in AL amyloidosis. Our results suggest

that uEV protein concentration, urine volume, and particle concentrations are

not directly correlated. Multiple strategies for overcoming non-specific antibody

binding in uEV samples were validated in our study. We demonstrated that the

sensitivity for pre-clinical testing is improved with a urine sample requirement

algorithm that we developed. The findings of our study will provide a pathway

toward development of critically needed tools for patient management. Sensitive

detection of LC oligomers from a non-invasive urine sample rather than an

invasive renal biopsy will reduce patient burden and healthcare costs. The ability

to detect LC oligomers in patients with renal progression, despite positive

hematologic response; will allow clinicians to confidently treat, but not

overtreat, patients at risk of ongoing significant renal injury.

KEYWORDS

amyloid, light chain (AL) amyloidosis, urine, urinary extracellular vesicles, oligomer,
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Introduction

Urinary extracellular vesicles (uEVs), including but not

limited to exosomes and microvesicles, are lipid bilayer encased

nanoparticles released by the epithelial cells lining the nephron of

the kidney and urinary tract (1–3). Proteins incorporated into

these vesicles from the originating cells can be used to determine

the nephron region of origin (1, 2). Years ago, we became

interested in understanding the possible role of uEVs in light

chain (AL) amyloidosis. We initially showed that AL amyloidosis

patients with active disease generate high molecular weight

oligomers of monoclonal, amyloidogenic immunoglobulin light

chains, which can be detected with high sensitivity via

immunoassay, as well as monoclonal light chain detection by

mass spectrometry (MASS-FIX) in their uEVs as an active disease

biomarker (4, 5). Notably, this work also featured several samples

from a patient with unexplained renal progression despite

hematologic response to treatment and demonstrated that LC

oligomers could be sensitively and specifically detected on uEVs

via both methods. As MASS-FIX is a highly technical process,

immunoassay-based methods provide an attractive alternative for

moving these findings toward development of a sorely needed

additional tool for monitoring disease activity and renal response

in AL amyloidosis.

The use of uEVs as a source of clinically relevant biomarkers

has several advantages, but also critical technical considerations.

Renal dysfunction in AL amyloidosis patients results in

proteinuria, consisting mostly of albumin and immunoglobulin

molecules. These complicate the detection of much rarer LC

immunoglobulin oligomers. Urine protein concentrations are

also highly variable, so sample standardization is critical to

prevent false negative results due to inadequate starting material.

The aims of this study were to 1) identify any possible

technical barriers to the use of uEVs as a biomarker of AL

amyloidosis disease activity, and 2) determine strategies to

overcome these technical considerations. Critically, we found

that determination of non-albumin uEV protein and

development of an algorithm for urine sample volume

requirements were key to reliable detection or ruling out of

nanoparticle biomarkers. Additionally, high levels of protein and

the presence of urinary immunoglobulins lead to significant

non-specific binding in immuno-affinity assays, which can be

overcome via pre-conjugated or conformational epitope specific

secondary antibodies.
Results

We identified 2 pressing technical concerns formoving our pre-

clinical observations of uEV oligomer detection correlating with AL

disease activity toward application as a clinical assay. The first is the

issue of sample and assay standardization and the second is the

inherent potential for immunoglobulin crossreactivity within an
Frontiers in Oncology 02
immunoassay. These issues were addressed in parallel and results

are presented below.
A) Urine sample and uEV
assay parameters

The first hurdle to move a uEV-based immunoassay out of

preclinical testing is sample standardization. Highly variable urine

concentrations, available volumes, and patient characteristics

made determination of a method to standardize the urinary

extracellular vesicles recovered and used for testing a priority.

We began tabulating clinical and biochemical data as shown in

Table 1. Then we measured a number of standard parameters

used to characterize extracellular vesicles within the field (6–10).

Based on the data shown in Table 1 and Figures 1A, B show that

protein amounts in the urine and uEV prep of healthy controls are

not directly correlated with the uEV particle concentration in a

reliable way for sample standardization. Figures 1C, D, 2 show the

comparative analysis of samples from an unaffected control

(healthy donor 101, HD-101), a monoclonal gammopathy of

undetermined significance patient (MGUS) MGUS-202, and

active AL amyloidosis patient AL-240. Figures 1C, D show that

protein concentrations do not correlate with the number of

particles in the preparation. Our unaffected control HD-101

presents the lowest protein concentration and the largest

amount of uEV particles. By contrast, active AL amyloidosis

patient AL-240 presents the largest protein concentration and

the lowest number of uEV particles. We were not surprised by the

large protein concentration in uEVs from AL-240 but we were

surprised to see the comparatively low numbers of uEV particles.

This led us to realize that particle count was not going to be a

viable parameter for sample standardization. Using transmission

electron microscopy and NTA, we confirmed that the uEV size

distribution (measured by the diameter of the particles) is

consistent (Figure 2). Thus, there were no immediately obvious

metrics that would serve to standardize the samples.
B) Algorithm development

Due to the high variability of patient urine volumes,

proteinuria, proportions of protein species present, uEV

particle and protein concentrations, as well as, the inability to

directly correlate hematologic response to disease activity for all

of our AL amyloidosis patients, we needed to develop a novel

method of reliable sample standardization. To do this, we

conducted 2 years of longitudinal sampling and analysis on

one renal AL amyloidosis patient with consistent renal

progression and compared that data with information from

additional AL amyloidosis patient samples.

We found that our method of uEV isolation does result in uEV

preparations with protein concentrations that are approximately
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0.3% of the 24-hour urine protein concentration for our patient

population (Table 2). While there are patient samples in which we

recover a higher percentage of total urinary protein in the uEV

sample, this value provides a conservative estimate that can be used

a priori to calculate the amount of urine necessary for reliable use of

the uEV assay. This is relevant because, in our experience as a

tertiary care center, many patients mail in urine samples or have

other reasons for limited urine available for testing. Thus, it is

critical to determine sample requirements to ensure valid results

and appropriately prioritize sample and resources. This may apply

to other clinical practices as well.

After extensive trials documented in section C and Figure 3, we

determined that for our LC oligomer detection assay, a minimum of

15µg of non-albumin uEV protein was the threshold amount

needed to detect LC oligomers. Thus, the amount of non-albumin
Frontiers in Oncology 03
uEV protein recovered in our uEV isolation preparation was the

most meaningful value for standardizing samples.

Therefore, the knowledge that approximately 0.3% of the

total urinary protein is recovered in the uEV preparation, the

urine protein concentration, the % albumin, and our data

demonstrating a requirement for at least 15µg of non-albumin

uEV protein, has allowed us to develop an algorithm to calculate

the amount of processed urine to obtain an appropriate uEV

sample, as well as the amount of uEV sample to run in the assay

for reliable results. This has been summarized into the algorithm

presented as Equation 1 with data from Table 2.

This assay and algorithm are unique because we have

overcome the technical obstacles described above by shifting

the paradigm for assay standardization to a personalized value

rather than ‘one size fits all’. Broad application of this approach
TABLE 1 Clinical characteristics of patients studied.

Patient
ID

Total
urine
volume

Urine
protein
mg/day

Urine %
Albumin

uEV protein
Bradford mg/uL

uEV
particles
per mL
by NTA

Heme
response

FLC
mg/dL

/
FLC Ratio

Kidney
response

Scr
mg/dL

uEV
oligomers
>250kDa

NLKD1 3095 124 – 0.39 2.905E+11 n/a n/a normal – n/a

NLKD2 2963 178 – 0.24 2.483E+11 n/a n/a normal – n/a

NLKD3 1932 77 – 0.21 3.93E+11 n/a n/a normal – n/a

NLKD4 2838 170 – 0.33 4.24E+11 n/a n/a normal – n/a

TP140 2120 106 – 0.21 3.07E+11 n/a n/a normal – n/a

TP148 3037 213 0.4 2.60E+11 n/a n/a normal – n/a

HD101-B
HD101

spot
spot

-
-

-
-

0.66
0.22

2.02E+12
1.36E+12

n/a n/a normal -
-

NO
NO

MGUS
202

1078 1092 – 0.42 1.62E+11 Newly
Diagnosed

39.2
/

0.04

Dialysis 5.9 NO

AL240 1974 8350 – 2.38 3.50E+11 Newly
diagnosed

86.7
/

2.4x10-4

Newly
diagnosed

1.2 YES

AL263 1179 212 13 1.42 – Newly
diagnosed

93.4
/

111

Newly
diagnosed

0.9 YES

AL250 1008 2087 83 2.17 1.53E+12 Newly
diagnosed

39.2
/

0.04

Newly
diagnosed

0.8 NO*

ALD64E 2340 15561 57 4.24 – Ongoing
treatment/
Complete
Response

9.15
/

1.06

Worsened 1.9 YES

ALD64F 2039 15843 54 3.26 5.69E+11 Ongoing
treatment/
Complete
Response

4.57
/

1.15

Worsened 2.1 YES

ALD64G 1728 15431 55 4.52 1.01E+12 Complete
Response

6.56
/

1.43

Worsened 2.5 YES
fro
Normal Live Kidney Donor (NLKD), Kidney Transplant patient (TP), Light chain (AL) amyloidosis, Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS), Healthy donor (HD),
Not Applicable (n/a), Not available (-), Free light chain (FLC), Serum creatinine (Scr). Heme and kidney response were evaluated as described previously (5). *Inadequate sample available
to meet minimum threshold for detection.
Serial samples from ALD64 highlight the presence of LC oligomers correlating with disease activity indicated by the climbing creatinine despite hematologic Complete Response and
relatively stable total urine protein.
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would actually be remarkably easy due to the fact that the input

values to the algorithm are already collected as standard of care

and laboratory practice, but are being utilized in a novel way.
C) Mitigation strategies for
immunoglobulin crossreactivity

It has been increasingly demonstrated that extracellular vesicle

preparations from urine, serum and/or plasma can present

significant immunoglobulin contamination that can complicate

the analysis due to immunoassay cross-reactivity (11, 12). AL

amyloidosis presents an additional challenge as the pathological

protein and proposed biomarker is an immunoglobulin as well.

Indeed, the presence of immunoglobulins in uEV samples can
Frontiers in Oncology 04
cause issues of assay interference, particularly non-specific

binding of secondary antibodies during Western Blot

analysis (13).

The problem of immunoglobulin interference is two-fold. First,

the size of immunoglobulin heavy chain (50kDa) and

immunoglobulin light chain (25kDa) overlap in size with a

multitude of other proteins that may be of interest for uEV

characterization. For our work, the preferable protein markers for

determining the nephron region of origin for our uEVs are

glomerular podocin (42kDa), tubular AQP1 (25-28kDa,

glycosylated 40-45 kDa) and collecting duct AQP2 (26kDa)

which overlap almost directly with immunoglobulin heavy and

light chains. Non-specific binding of our secondary antibodies to

immunoglobulin confounds our ability to blot for these proteins

and has been reported as a problem by other groups as well (14).
A

B D

C

FIGURE 1

No significant association between urine protein concentration and particle number or uEV protein content for control patients (A, B). Urines
from healthy potential kidney donors were clinically assayed for 24 hour protein and the uEV preparation for total protein and particle numbers
via Bradford and NTA, respectively. No significant correlation is seen between particle number and 24 hour protein or between isolated uEV
sample protein and 24 hour urine protein for healthy donors. Non-parametric Spearman’s rank correlation gives p≤0.27 and p≤0.30,
respectively. Similarly, a Pearson correlation for the calculated R2 values yields p<0.55 and p<0.52. Protein concentration and particle
concentration are inversely correlated in plasma cell dyscrasias (C, D). Newly diagnosed Light Chain Amyloidosis patient (AL 240), Monoclonal
Gammopathy of Undetermined Significance (MGUS 202), and Healthy Donor (HD 101) had urinary extracellular vesicle samples assayed for total
protein by Bradford Assay and particle concentration determined by Nanosight Tracking Analysis (NTA). Values are based on 3 technical
replicates per patient sample and data are mean±standard error.
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Second, detection of immunoglobulin light chain oligomers relies

on antibody specificity and confidence that the multiple species

detected on a blot are truly complexes of immunoglobulin light

chain and not the result of non-specific binding due to the high

protein concentrations required to detect low abundance oligomers.

The potential to utilize any protein (or nucleic acid)

biomarkers from nanoparticle EVs for eventual clinical use is

dependent on a high specificity in the detection method. This

became apparent in our study when we switched to a new lot of
Frontiers in Oncology 05
secondary antibodies. We found that the use of the new secondary

antibody preparation allowed us to identify the presence of 75 and

100kDa bands with HD-101, which contrasted with our previous

work with unaffected, healthy controls. Western blotting with no

primary, in addition to the testing of three different secondary

antibodies confirmed that these antibodies were binding non-

specifically to uEV immunoglobulin molecules and not providing

a true assessment of oligomeric light chain content in uEVs

(Figure S1). This included a secondary antibody specifically
FIGURE 2

Agreement between NTA and Electron Microscopy for particle size for newly diagnosed Light Chain Amyloidosis patient (AL 240), Monoclonal
Gammopathy of Undetermined Significance (MGUS 202), and Healthy Donor (HD 101). Particle sizes for the three characterized samples fall
within the expected diameter size for exosomes. Scale bar is 200 nm.
TABLE 2 Serial samples from a single AL amyloidosis patient demonstrating consistency of uEV protein recovery and algorithm values to
determine the amount of urine to process and sample necessary for detection of AL light chain oligomers.

ID ALD64E ALD64F ALD64G ALD64H

Total Urine Volume (mL) 2,340 2,039 1,728 4,307

Protein mg/day 15,561 15,843 15,431 14,428

% Albumin 57 54 55 53

Urine Total Protein Concentration (mg/mL) 6.65 7.77 8.93 3.35

Urine Sample (mL) 60 60 60 60

Total Protein in Urine Sample (mg) 399,000 466,200 535,800 201,000

uEV Protein Bradford (mg/mL) 4.24 3.26 4.52 1.57

Resuspension Volume (mL) 375 375 375 375

Total uEV sample Protein (mg) 1,590 1,222 1695 589

Ratio uEV sample to Total Urine Protein (%) 0.3985 0.2622 0.3163 0.2929

Non-Albumin uEV protein (mg/mL) 1.8232 1.4996 2.0340 0.7379

uEV Sample Volume (mL) Needed for 15mg Assay 8.23 10.00 7.37 20.33

Urine Volume(mL) Needed for 15mg Assay 65.51 52.41 46.62 118.98
fro
Approximately 0.3% of the total urine protein is recovered in the uEV ultracentrifugation sample preparation. The assay is optimally run at a concentration of 15µg of non-albumin uEV
protein per 10µL of sample. By determining the 0.3% recovery rate and a priori knowledge of a patient’s 24-hour urine protein concentration and albumin percentage, an algorithm was
developed to allow for the calculation of the amount of urine necessary to process to recover sufficient protein for study. The 0.562µg of non-albumin protein in Equation 1, is based on a
uEV resuspension volume of 375 µL. Sample ALD64H contained an equivalent amount of protein as prior samples, but approximately double the urine volume. The algorithm determined
that the standard 60mL was not sufficient and more urine was needed to run the assay appropriately.
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listed as pre-adsorbed tominimize human immunoglobulin cross-

reactivity, (Rabbit anti-Sheep IgG [Abcam ab7111)]. While this

antibody may be a good choice for other applications, it turned

out not to be ideal for our uEV analysis of oligomeric light chains.

Solving these two issues of secondary antibody specificity

required two distinct approaches. For proteins for which extreme

denaturation is not an issue for detection, we utilized a

conformational epitope binding secondary antibody (Veriblot™,

Abcam ab131366). This secondary antibody binds only to

immunoglobulin molecules in the native (folded) state (in the

case of western blot, the primary antibody) and relies on western

blotting conditions in which the samples are fully denatured. This

secondary antibody helps to reduce cross-reactivity when blotting

samples with immunoglobulins in denaturing gels, such as SDS-

PAGE, and after immunoprecipitation steps.

Figure S2 demonstrates the specificity of the Veriblot

secondary antibody with samples run with or without primary

antibody. Crude and fractionated samples were run in panel A

without primary (Veriblot secondary antibody only) and

resulted in no signal, as expected. The same amount of protein

loaded for the same preparation is shown to result in appropriate

signal in panel B, when blotted for IgG heavy chain and the same

Veriblot secondary antibody conditions. This demonstrates that

immunoglobulin is not causing non-specific binding for this

healthy control patient. Similarly, in panel C and D, two of our

glomerular markers are blotted for samples from a patient with a

significant plasma cell dyscrasia and extremely high uEV protein

levels. This demonstrates that this secondary antibody allows for
Frontiers in Oncology 06
detection of Podocin (used as a glomerular origin marker) in

sucrose gradient fractions 5 and 6 and AQP 1 (tubular origin

marker) in fractions 10 and 11 with appropriate blank regions in

the alternate membrane, as previously reported (4, 5). Binding of

secondary antibody to immunoglobulin molecules would result

in false positive blots and misidentification of fractions.

The additional denaturing sample treatment required for use

of Veriblot, while specific, is not ideal for our LC oligomer

samples and required a different strategy. Pre-incubation of

primary and secondary antibody to reduce non-specific

binding is a technique used successfully for other types of

Western blot studies (15). By pre-incubating and allowing

binding of the secondary antibody to the primary, the

secondary antibody is no longer available to bind other sample

immunoglobulin molecules in a non-specific manner. The

challenge for us was to determine the ideal ratio of primary to

secondary to prevent excessive binding of expensive non-

conjugated primary while not reducing the ability to visualize

the protein of interest. Figure 3 demonstrates the ability to use

the pre-incubation technique to detect high molecular weight

oligomers in a patient with active disease, but not in healthy

controls or patients without renal involvement. The sample from

patient AL 250 highlights the importance of non-albumin uEV

protein rather than total protein for oligomer detection. Figure

S3 shows the healthy control with pre-incubated light chain

antibodies, as well as the anti-IgG heavy chain with Veriblot

from Figure S2 to clearly demonstrate that immunoglobulin is

present in control samples.
FIGURE 3

Pre-incubation of primary and secondary antibodies allows for amyloid oligomer detection. Blots for kappa (left panel) and lambda (right panel)
free light chain oligomers utilizing pre-incubation of primary and secondary antibody to reduce potential non-specific binding. The clinical
characteristics of the patients sampled are listed in Table 1. Kappa sample AL 263TP is normalized to total protein in ALD64-G. Comparing
lambda sample AL 250 with ALD64-G demonstrates that total protein is less important than non-Albumin uEV protein for detection of
oligomers. 15mg of non-uEV protein is required to detect oligomers in active disease. Healthy control samples are loaded as maximum amount
the well will hold because the urine inherently contains less protein.
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Thus, we have demonstrated two independent approaches to

cover a variety of use cases for uEV samples that ameliorate the

issue of immunoglobulin cross-reactivity.
uEV assay monitoring of AL amyloidosis
patient disease activity

As noted in Table 1 and Figure 3, sample ALD64 represents

a patient with renal progression despite meeting criteria for

complete hematologic response to treatment. In fact, ALD64 was

included in our previous publication (Supplementary Figure 2

and Table 2 from (5) with clinical and biochemical uEV

information and results from a sample acquired before the

samples presented in this study. Using this standardized uEV

immunoassay, we detect oligomers indicative of disease activity

that are more consistent with the renal progression noted by the

increases in serum creatinine, rather than the complete

hematologic response based on serum free light chain and free

light chain ratio. Figure 3 and Table 1 also demonstrate that LC

oligomer detection performed as expected in additional patients

with active disease, but not in MGUS, healthy controls, or

samples that lacked adequate non-Albumin uEV protein. This

represents the third report from our group showing results from

patients with similar clinical circumstances that have been

compared to controls confirming the sensitivity of using uEVs

to detect LC oligomers and assess disease progression and organ

response (4, 5).
Discussion

The ultimate goal of our study is a rigorous standardization

of our pre-clinical uEV assay aiming at the development of a

non-invasive and highly sensitive diagnostic tool to assess

response and progression in renal AL amyloidosis. The

contributions of our results to the field are threefold: 1) A

novel strategy for standardizing uEV samples that could

additionally be beneficial to other groups trying to utilize this

highly variable and technically challenging source of biomarkers

2) Multiple independent methods to overcome immunoglobulin

cross-reactivity in uEV immunoassays 3) Demonstration of the

reliability of LC oligomers on uEVs to predict AL amyloidosis

disease activity, including longitudinal sampling of a particularly

complicated patient subset with unexplained renal progression

despite hematologic complete response.

There is a significant unmet need to improve monitoring of

disease progression and treatment response in AL amyloidosis.

Even for patients who are adequately monitored with current

standards of care, invasive bloodwork and renal biopsies present

a significant burden to the patient and the healthcare system (16,

17). This highlights the need to develop less invasive tools.
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Additionally, there are subsets of patients who present with

unexplained renal progression despite positive hematologic

response. For these more complicated patients, more sensitive

assays are critical for appropriate care. For the third time, our

group has demonstrated that our pre-clinical uEV immunoassay

for detection of LC oligomers is sensitive and specific for renal

AL disease activity (4, 5). This has reinforced the necessity and

viability of this method as a potential clinical assay and

prompted efforts to identify and mitigate potential hurdles to

this end.

The complexity of diagnosis and monitoring in renal AL

amyloidosis patients has driven our research group to turn to the

study of urinary extracellular vesicles (uEVs) as a potential source

of biomarkers. There are several factors which currently

complicate the ability to monitor patients’ response during and

after receiving treatment. Renal AL amyloidosis management

requires following both progression of renal dysfunction and

hematologic response; which do not always correlate.

Hematologic response is defined by changes in serum free light

chain (sFLC) levels with a Very Good Partial Response (VGPR) as

a difference between the monoclonal and normal light chains of

<4mg/dL, and a Complete Response (CR) as a normal sFLC

kappa/lambda ratio (0.26–1.65) with undetectable monoclonal

protein by serum and urine immunofixation (18, 19). Current

clinical testing relies on changes to the sFLC kappa/lambda ratio

(18). However, renal insufficiency affects the normal levels of

serum free light chain, thus altering the normal value range of the

ratio (20, 21). Additionally, the serum free light chain assay does

not detect clonality, rather clonality is inferred when the ratio is

abnormal (5, 19, 22–25), reviewed in (26). This means that

pathogenic monoclonal light chains could be present and not

detected by current testing if the concentration falls within the

normal range. Sidana et al. have described a large series of AL

amyloidosis patients with dFLC of < 5mg/dL at diagnosis who had

better cardiac outcomes, but consistently more renal dysfunction

(27). For these patients, following treatment efficacy by

improvement in urine proteinuria and reductions in serum

creatinine is not feasible and invasive renal biopsy testing is

currently required (19, 22, 28).

Recently, additional ways to evaluate renal staging,

progression and response criteria were compared using a

Mayo Clinic cohort (29). All three sets of criteria

(International Society of Amyloidosis consensus 2004 (30),

Palladini (31), and Kastritis (32) performed well at and after 6

months post-treatment. These differences are important when

choosing endpoints for clinical trials. Despite these incredible

efforts, there are patients like those described in our study from

2017 (5) who will not be able to benefit from the biomarkers

described in Drosou et al. (29). Specifically, this patient

population has progression of renal injury despite positive or

stable hematologic response. As the risks and side effects of the

therapeutics used to treat AL amyloidosis are not trivial,
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aggressive, or proactive treatment for these patients is not ideal,

which is why more sensitive and accurate testing is critical.

We determined that we had two primary challenges to address

in order to move our pre-clinical observations of LC oligomer

detection on uEVs from patients with active AL amyloidosis

toward use as a valid clinical assay: standardization of samples

from a highly variable and technically challenging source and

overcoming immunoglobulin crossreactivity. We addressed these

issues in parallel in our laboratory and throughout the results

section of this manuscript.

The critical first steps of this process of rigorous uEV assay

standardization required that we determine the most appropriate

metric to use for assay standardization. While total protein

content is one way to standardize other EV-based assays,

protein content has proven problematic for uEV researchers

mainly because of the presence of albumin (33, 34). For protein

dyscrasias and particularly for AL amyloidosis, the disease state

and the % albumin in the urine can vary widely, so calculating the

amount of non-albumin protein was necessary for each sample in

our study. Particle count was also not found to be a valid metric to

standardize as there was no direct correlation between particle

count and urine protein or uEV sample concentration. Thus, we

had to get creative and test nonstandard approaches

to standardization.

We overcame these technical barriers of high protein and

urine variability by employing a personalized medicine approach

and shifting the paradigm for standardization to unique values

per patient that meet the sensitivity threshold for the assay and

developing an algorithm for urine volumes and uEV sample

requirements. Broad application of this approach is highly

feasible because the input values for the algorithm are already

collected as standard of care and laboratory practice. They are

simply being used in a novel way. This approach will also

facilitate clinical adoption of the technique because knowing

the necessary quality control metrics for the assay is part of

standard assay validation and are necessary to repeat

periodically as updated uEV isolation methods or detection

reagents are incorporated. Thus, the threshold values

determined in this study are less important than the approach.

Additionally, this approach not only improves reliability of the

assay, but also prevents wasted resources or delays in care due to

inadequate sample acquisition.

There are limitations to the current work. Our assay relies on

an aliquot from a 24-hour urine collection. There are some

ongoing efforts to eliminate the 24-hour urine proteinuria test as

the gold standard for renal amyloidosis and some alternatives

have been recently proposed (35). This may require an

adjustment to sample standardization using our proposed

method. However, the paradigm shift of using assay threshold

to standardize rather than biophysical properties of EVs means

that this new strategy can quickly be applied to new sample

sources and allow for assay revalidation.
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Additionally, the clinical characterization of AL amyloidosis

patients in this study builds on over 10 years and multiple

published reports of work using uEVs to assess response and

progression in patients with AL amyloidosis. For example, our

original uEV publication in 2012 demonstrated the specificity of

LC oligomers to active patients with AL amyloidosis vs those

with Multiple Myeloma, Monoclonal Gammopathy of

Undetermined Significance, Membranous Glomerulonephritis,

IgA nephropathy, or AL amyloidosis patients in remission with

renal improvement (4). The presence of LC oligomers on uEVs

was confirmed by electron microscopy, controls for IgG, and

proteomics. Additionally, a number of the patients underwent

renal biopsy and their results corresponded to the findings from

the uEV assay. Similarly, in 2017 we demonstrated this

specificity via uEV immunoassay with confirmation via

MASS-FIX and MALDI-TOF. MiRAMM on serum and uEV

LC also demonstrated that the same species present in serum

were identified in uEVs. Additionally, 4 patients are presented

with renal progression despite positive/complete hematologic

responses, including ALD64; which is the same patient shown in

Tables 1, 2. Despite negative serum and urine immunofixation,

this patient has demonstrated renal injury that has progressed

over the 2 years that our group was longitudinally testing their

serial samples for uEV LC oligomers (5).

Thus, these publications added to the current dataset

represent almost 40 patients including longitudinal

followup of patient ALD64 for over 2 years. The goal of this

study was to refine technical aspects of the assay to move it

out of our laboratory for future application in clinic for AL

amyloidosis patients, and particularly for complex ones

like ALD64.

In conclusion, there is a significant unmet clinical need for

less invasive and more sensitive approaches to follow response

and progression in renal AL amyloidosis. The ability to detect

light chain oligomers, specifically associated with active disease

has been demonstrated by our group on multiple occasions (4,

5). However, while our assay utilizes methods that are available

in any clinical laboratory and utilizes samples that are already

collected as standard of care, technical considerations have

previously prevented our ability to confidently move our assay

into clinical testing. Now that we have demonstrated the

feasibility of sample standardization and multiple approaches

to deal with technical considerations; this assay is poised for

future integration into standard patient management strategies

with minor changes in workflow and no additional samples

required from the patient. Additionally, standardizing samples

based on assay parameters rather than biophysical properties of

the EVs represents a paradigm shift that could move the field

forward and can be applied by other groups working on

biomarker development for plasma cell dyscrasias and EVs

in general.
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Materials and methods

Urine samples

This study was conducted in adherence with the declaration

of Helsinki and approved by the Mayo Clinic Institutional

Review Board. Urine samples were obtained from clinical

residual urine taken from 24-hour urine collections of plasma

cell dyscrasia and renal transplant patients. HD 101 is a first of

the morning void sample taken from a healthy laboratory

volunteer. Urine was treated with 0.02% sodium azide and

kept at 4°C until processing.
Vesicle isolation

A urine sample (60-100 mL) was dialyzed against ddH2O

overnight using 3.5kDa molecular weight cut-off SpectraPor

membranes (Spectrum Labs, Rancho Dominguez CA). The next

day, the sample was filtered through a Nalgene Rapid Flow filtration

unit with a 0.2 µm aPES membrane (Thermo Scientific, Rockford

IL), treated with 0.02% sodium azide, and Complete® EDTA-free

protease inhibitor (Thermo-Pierce, Rockford IL). The samples were

then loaded into 29.9 mL Beckman Optiseal Tubes and spun at

100,000 × g on a 70 Ti fixed angle rotor in a Beckman Coulter

Optima L100 XP Ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis

IN) for 90 minutes at 4°C. Samples were then resuspended in cell

culture grade 1× PBS (Cellgro without calcium or magnesium

Corning, Manassas VA) with protease inhibitor. Samples were

stored at 4°C until use.
Sucrose gradient fractionation

Samples were fractionated as in Ramirez Alvarado et al.,

2012 with the following modifications: crude uEV samples were

prepared as above and then 300 µL of sample was layered over

the 5-30% D2O sucrose gradient (Sigma Chemical, St Louis MO)

(4). Gradients were centrifuged for 24 hours using a TH641

swinging bucket rotor on a Sorvall Discovery Ultracentrifuge

(Thermo Scientific) at 274,000 × g. 6mm fractions were then

collected using the BioComp Gradient Station® (Biocomp,

Canada). Aliquots were stored at 4°C for immediate analysis

and the remainder frozen at -80°C for further study.
Nanosight tracking analysis (NTA)

Particle concentration and mode particle size was measured

by Malvern NS300 (Malvern Instruments Ltd, Malvern, UK)

with a 532 nm green laser and Scientific CMOS trigger camera.

Nanosight NTA 2.3.5 was used for data processing.
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Based on expected polydispersity, video length was set to 60

seconds for 10-40 particles per frame. The camera was set to 12,

shutter set to 600, gain to 350, and detection threshold to 3.

Sample viscosity was set to water and temperature to 23.3°C. The

default settings were used for minimum expected particle size,

minimum track length, and blur. Samples for comparison were

run within the same session to minimize variation.

Samples were diluted in cell culture grade 1× PBS to obtain

approximately 30 particles per frame. Samples were loaded into

the sample chamber using a 1 mL Monoject tuberculin syringe

(Covidien, Mansfield MA) attached to a syringe pump (Harvard

Apparatus, Holliston MA). Flow rate for advancing the sample

and agitating between replicates was 255 µL per minute and

readings were taken at a flow rate of 25 µL per minute. Four

replicate 60 second sessions were taken per syringe for each

patient. Data are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean.
Protein determination

For Figure 1, protein content was quantified via Bradford assay

using the BioRad Protein Assay Dye Reagent (#500-0006 BioRad

Laboratories, Hercules CA). Briefly, the reagent was diluted 1:5 in

ddH2O immediately prior to use and a standard curve was generated

using a commercially prepared albumin standard (Thermo

Scientific) for 1-5 µg/mL. 2 µL of crude extracellular vesicle prep

was added to 1mL of dilute reagent and read using a SpectraMax 384

Plus Spectrophotometer (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale CA) at 595

nm. Samples weremeasured in triplicate and data expressed as in µg/

µL as mean ± standard error of the mean.

For samples in Table 1, a microplate version of the Bradford

assay was used. Microplates (Greiner Bio-One Flat bottom,

Frickenhausen Germany) were loaded with 200µL of the same

reagent was used as above and sample volume was 10 µL. The

standard curve was generated by diluting the 1mg/mL BSA

standard reagent 1:5 and then making 1:10 dilute working

standards to load 10µL of each for 1-5µg/mL. Crude uEV preps

were diluted 1:25 in ddH2O to fall along the standard curve. Plates

were incubated with gentle agitation for 5 minutes and then read

using the SpectraMax 384 Plus Spectrophotometer at 595nm

using SoftMax Pro 5.4.1 software and the Bradford protocol.
Transmission electron microscopy

8 µL of crude uEVs were spotted onto copper grids (FCF300-

CU Formvar/Carbon 300, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield

PA) and allowed to dry for 90 seconds. Excess liquid was blotted off

with filter paper before staining with 2% uranyl acetate (# 22400

Electron Microscopy Sciences) in sterile ddH2O for 45 seconds.

Blotted grids were then washed with 8µL of sterile ddH20 and dried

for at least 5 minutes before imaging on a Phillips Tecnai T12

transmission electron microscope (FEI, Hillsboro, OR) at 80kV.
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Western blot

Proteins from crude uEV samples and sucrose gradient fractions

were separated via SDS-PAGE. Briefly, uEV sample was heated for 5

minutes (15minutes for Veriblot samples) at 95°C in 2× SDS loading

buffer containing 4% SDS and 10% beta-mercaptoethanol. Samples

were run on either 4-15% or 12% Pre-Cast Criterion Tris-HCl gels

(BioRad Laboratories) and transferred to PVDF membranes

(Immobilon-P, EMD Millipore, Burlington MA). Transfer was

conducted on ice for 1 hour at 100V with fresh transfer buffer

containing methanol. Membranes were blocked overnight at 4°C in

4% BSA with 0.01% sodium azide. Membranes were then removed

from blocking buffer and washed in tris buffered saline-tween 20

(TBS-T) wash buffer 2× 5 minutes before blotting.

For Figure S1 no primary antibody was used. All secondary

antibodies were diluted in TBS-T and incubated for 1 hour at

room temperature. In A) Human IgG pre-adsorbed rabbit anti-

sheep HRP secondary antibody (Abcam ab7111, Cambridge

MA) was diluted 1:8000. In B) goat anti-rabbit HRP secondary

(Thermo 31460) was diluted 1:100,000. In C) rabbit anti-sheep

HRP secondary (Thermo 31480) was diluted 1:200,000.

For Figures S2A, B, samples were blotted with either only

Veriblot for IP secondary antibody (Abcam ab131366) diluted

1:2000 in TBS-T and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature

or rabbit anti-human IgG heavy chain (Proteintech 16402-1-AP,

Rosemont IL) diluted 1:2000 in 2% BSA + 0.05% sodium azide

buffer for 2 hours at room temperature followed by Veriblot. For

C and D, primary antibodies rabbit anti-podocin (Sigma P0372)

and rabbit anti-AQP-1 (Proteintech 20333-1-AP) were diluted

1:1000 in 2% BSA + 0.05% sodium azide buffer and incubated for

2 hours at room temperature followed by Veriblot.

Figure 3 utilized the pre-incubation of primary and

secondary antibody to minimize non-specific binding. Sheep

anti-human lambda free light chain (Binding Site PX018, San

Diego CA) diluted 1:1000 was combined with rabbit anti-sheep

HRP (Abcam ab7111) diluted 1:20,000 in TBS-T and co-

incubated in a falcon tube for 2 hours at room temperature.

Pre-incubation was used identically as for lambda with sheep

anti-human kappa free light chain (Binding Site PX016) diluted

1:20,000 in TBS-T and rabbit anti-sheep HRP (Abcam ab7111)

diluted 1:20,000. The antibodies were then added to the blot for

an additional 2 hours at room temperature.

Figure S3 utilized the blot from Figure S2B for the IgG heavy

chain sample and the protocol from Figure 3 for the kappa and

lambda light chain pre-incubations.

Blots for all figures were visualized as follows: Membranes

were washed with fresh TBS-T for 5, 15, and 20 minutes between

primary and secondary antibodies and also prior to developing

with SuperSignal West Pico ECL reagent (Thermo) according to

manufacturer instructions. Images were captured on film (Classic

Blue Autoradiography, MidSci St. Louis) and developed with on a

RP X-omat system (Eastman Kodak, Rochester NY).
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Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were conducted using Graph Pad Prism

(Graph Pad Software, La Jolla CA). Nonparametric analysis was

conducted when samples failed to meet assumptions for

normality. Significance level was set at p<0.05.
Equations

ml   urine required ¼
0:562mg nonAlb EV protein

0:003 �% nonAlb
100

� �
total urine protein concentration mg

mL

� �
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